
Launch of Defense.Info
The defense.info team will publish a periodic featured
report focusing on key defense developments inside
Washington and around the world.

ARLINGTON, VA, UNITED STATES, June 4, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Defense.info compliments
Second Line of Defense.

The new website provides a regular edition
highlighting a key defense theme. 

For example, this week we have pulled together
several articles on the new carriers, USS America,
USS Gerald Ford and HMS Queen Elizabeth.

Our edition is called the Tale of Three Carriers and
can be downloaded here:

https://defense.info/highlight-of-the-week/a-tale-of-
three-carriers/

The defense.info team will publish a periodic featured
report focusing on key defense developments inside
Washington and around the world. This report will give
you a leg up on US and global defense developments and defining challenges. 

You can read the news to find out today’s tweets, but how about anticipating the headlines to come,
which will drive perceptions and events down the road?

We read defense.info and
Second Line of Defense
regularly to highlight key
developments of importance
to us.”

Senior Australian Defence
Official

The first report dealt with the Future of Australian Defense
and the latest focuses on the yet to be released UK MOD
report on their new air combat strategy.

Our look at the options is entitled: "A UK Air Combat Strategy:
Context and Options for the Way Ahead."

On this website, we are focused on the changing global
strategic environment, and the intersection between that
changing environment and the transformation of military and

decision making capabilities in the US, among the allies and the non-liberal powers as well.

We will look at developments which together trigger broader changes in the global strategic
completion. The world has become highly interactive and we will focus on a key factor or cluster of
developments which together have consequences beyond themselves driving further change in the
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global competition.

How best to understand the nature of the strategic completion?

How best to position the West for effective outcomes in the completion?

What strategies can we expect from China, Russia and others and how will those strategies affect the
reshaping of the military and the policy tools which the West is developing and needs to develop?

How best to position our companies to build the right products and capabilities to support the strategic
redirection underway?

What strategic inflection points emerge from the impact of strategic drivers for change on the global
competition?

What global developments, events and actions by leaders are driving what kinds of strategic inflection
points?

And how do inflection points drive further change?

We look forward to your visit.

Dr. Robbin F. Laird
ICSA, LLC
703-820-1669
email us here
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